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Abstract
This article argues that an approach focused on the historical transformation of journalistic routines and textual forms makes it possible to overcome a confinement to national histories. This
kind of study focuses on the transfer of norms, practices and forms, and their adaptation in national contexts. It has an eye for dissimilarities regarding the pace and content of transformations
between and within countries. It emphasizes transnational contacts, networks and patterns and
underlines intertwining national and transnational developments.

A

s a field of study, journalism history is institutionally and topically confined primarily to
national boundaries. Media, journalism and press
historians still predominantly study events and developments in a nation state framework without
structurally considering international developments and cross-border influences. This holds
true for studies restricted to the development of
journalism in one country, like most press histories, as well as studies that take nations as units for
comparative research, with two or more countries
studied as separate cases and compared. The differences, and to a lesser extent the similarities, in
the working routines or coverage of certain issues
are usually highlighted as autonomous developments and ascribed to national peculiarities.
The roots of this limited horizon might go back
to the nineteenth century, when history emerged
as a scholarly discipline in a close, even dialectic
relation to the birth of modern nation states and
the construction of national identities. Ever since,
the nation seems to be the most natural level of
analysis for historians.1 Press and media history
follow this general pattern in historiography by
studying the media as national institutions inhe-

rent to national politics, laws and markets, and
topically and socially geared towards national,
regional or local communities. Most scholarship
on press history departs from the normative assumption that journalism is defined in terms of its
democratic function. Like historical research, the
rise of the media landscape as-we-know-it is thus
intertwined with the modern nation state.2
The emergence of the globalization paradigm stimulated the use of comparative and transnational
research in the more contemporary fields of media and journalism studies, but journalism history
seems to have lacked a trigger of this kind. To a
certain extent however, historical scholarship in
general has an eye for transnational developments.
A transnational turn occurred in the study of international relations, which initially emerged as a
branch of political history in the 1970s. Notably
the continuing process of European integration
and the founding of transnational political and
military organizations like the UN and NATO,
causing a transfer of political decision-making
authority to the supra-national level, led to transnational studies. Globalization stimulated more
historical research on international dependence,
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and post-colonialism and the diaspora stimulated
the debate on cultural exchange.3
As no pan-European public sphere has emerged
and the media continue to operate primarily at
the national level, journalism history continues
to study journalism as a resultant and producer
of national culture. Even in the study of media
systems, a field largely left to political communication scholars, the underlying assumption is that
every nation has its own distinctive media culture
only similar to other territorially-bound media
cultures to a limited extent.4 In their influential
Comparing Media Systems, Daniel C. Hallin and
Paolo Mancini draw a distinction between a liberal (Atlantic), a democratic corporatist (Northern
European) and a polarized pluralist (Southern
European) model. The countries in the various
models are ‘national variants’ of these broader
media systems.5
The dearth of comparative and transnational
studies can be explained by historical methodology and a still dominant focus on institutions in
journalism history. Firstly, historians often feel
uncomfortable with the abstract theories and
models needed to grasp developments that transcend territorial spaces. They usually work ideographically by focusing on singular, unique cases
and emphasizing their specifics. As Peter Burke
notes, scholars from the social sciences, interested
in universal patterns and mechanisms, consider
historians ‘amateurish, myopic fact-collectors
without system or method, the imprecision of
their “data base” matched only by their incapacity
to analyse it.’ The other way around, historians
believe social scientists ‘state the obvious in a barbarous and abstract jargon, lack any sense of place
and time, squeeze individuals without mercy into
rigid categories, and to cap it all, describe these
activities as “scientific”’.6 However, comparative
and transnational research presupposes categori-

zation, abstraction and generalization. Historians
often feel the fine distinctions they consider important are lost in the process.7
Secondly, the study of journalism history still largely focuses on the institutional, political and economic structures journalism grew in. Since these
frameworks are mainly national, this obviously
does not encourage comparative or transnational
research. In a notorious 1974 article, American
media scholar James Carey states that journalism
history is ‘something of an embarrassment’. He
notes that press historians ‘defined our craft too
narrowly and too modestly’ and advocates a cultural approach that would shed light on journalism, journalists and news processes. He suggests
studying the emergence and development of journalistic practices and forms aiming to represent
social reality at a given moment.8 Carey’s cry for
action had some responses in recent decades, but
the history of reporting still largely remains to
be written. The same goes for comparative and
transnational studies with a truly comprehensive
and interwoven picture of international journalism history.
In this article, I argue that an approach focused
on the historical transformation of journalistic
routines and textual forms makes it possible to
overcome a confinement to national histories.
This kind of study focuses on the transfer of
norms, practices and forms, and their adaptation
in national contexts. It has an eye for dissimilarities regarding the pace and content of transformations between and within countries. It emphasizes
transnational contacts, networks and patterns and
underlines intertwining national and transnational developments. Below I define what transnational history is and argue that a transnational
narrative is implicitly evident in journalism history. I conclude with some suggestions for future
research on transnational journalism history.
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National, transnational and
global journalism history

outward-looking, dynamic, emphasizing connectivity, heterogeneity and interdependence, and
acknowledges that ‘cultural forms are increasingly
generated and communicated across various territories’.10 By moving back and forth between the
national and transnational level, journalism history emphasizes the dialectic nature of these movements. Although the importance and power of the
nation as ongoing force in historical development
is recognized, it is treated as ‘one among a range
of social phenomena to be studied, rather than
the frame of the study itself ’.11 The continuous
interplay and exchange between the national and
transnational level and between processes of territorialization and deterritorialization as such is the
subject of study.
Diffusion and transfer are concepts often used to
study transnational exchange. Diffusion theory
mainly focuses on ‘the linear diffusion of a concrete product from the centre to the periphery’
in the context of a continuous process of modernization.12 Svennik Høyer and Horst Pöttker
apply it in their account of the triumph of the
Anglo-American news paradigm in Germany,
Scandinavia and Eastern Europe ‘as a component
of the great historic process of modernization’ in
the twentieth century. Although diffusion theory
assumes that innovation has ended when diffusion starts, Høyer stresses that diffusion is an interchange in which practice and ideas are adapted to
national cultures.13
While diffusion seems to presuppose a more or
less autonomous and even intangible process
hard to pin down to specific moments and actors,
transfer emphasizes the intentional use of foreign
examples by national agents. It studies diachronic
transformation processes in which ideas or practices ‘invented’ in one country are introduced,
transmitted and applied in another. Usually there
is only one sender and one recipient and to make
the actual transfer clear, the national singularities
of the two are sharply distinguished. Transfer studies have an eye for the mediation of knowledge
through media and social networks. However,

What is transnational journalism history, and
what should it be? It is useful in this respect to
distinguish three spatial levels of analysis. At the
national level, research subjects are confined by
territorial boundaries. National developments
and national journalisms are studied individually.
Not much attention is devoted to contact with
other nations or cultures, and mutual interdependencies and influences are not taken into account.
Change and innovation are mostly characterized
as national peculiarities and ample research is
conducted on international contacts or the transfer of foreign examples in professional networks.
Most comparative research is conducted at this
level. It considers and compares nations as more
or less stable and isolated units. Since it indicates
the study of interactions between various autonomous national actors, the prefix inter as in international or intercultural is bound to this analytical level as well.
At the global level, research subjects are deterritorialized. Research into global or globalized journalism is a recent novelty anticipating the globalization paradigm. As a result it mainly focuses
on contemporary topics, but one could adopt a
global approach to early modern or post-Cold
War history as well. The eighteenth-century republic of letters, for example, was a deterritorialized
space where an international audience came together, consumed information and discussed it in a
common language. In addition to a global audience, global journalism also presupposes a universal global logic that traverses national boundaries
and leads to a convergence of practices, forms and
issues.9
Transnational journalism history works at the
meso-level. It focuses on cross-national interaction, the movement of agents, ideas, innovations,
norms and social and cultural practices across
borders, and their consecutive incorporation
and adaptation into national frameworks. It is
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they also run the risk of reducing complex dialectic processes of exchange and reciprocity to the
rather straightforward transposition of concrete
ideas and practices from one country to another.
Transnational journalism history could benefit
from the insights of diffusion and transfer studies.
It might reveal that what is often called national
journalism with distinctive national characteristics is actually the product of various international influences. However, it might be wise to avoid
the linearity that transfer and diffusion studies
embody and take the more complex hybridization of practices and ideas into account. Current
journalism histories tend to ignore this and to interpret transnational exchanges in national terms.
By doing so, they fail to explore the potentially
fruitful option of researching the dialectics of exchange and making these processes manifest.
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tical framework, mapping the linear progress towards an autonomous profession that empowers
citizens and facilitates democracy. In his 1974
article, James Carey calls this dominant paradigm
the Whig interpretation of journalism history. Almost twenty years later, James Curran rephrases it
as the liberal narrative of media history. He discerns five other narratives in British media history
which, however, by criticizing the ‘oldest and best
established’ paradigm, only seem to support and
re-establish it.15 This grand narrative seems omnipresent. In an influential article, media sociologist
Jean Chalaby even contends that journalism is an
Anglo-American invention.16 This diminishes the
existence and influence of other journalistic styles
not centred on news facts and objectivity but on
literature, reflection and opinion, which have long
been very much alive in European journalism.
The grand narrative of journalism history gives
scholars a straightforward model for interpreting
the course of history. It is applied and assumed by
many scholars, but almost never explicitly argued
or explored. In a sense it almost resembles what
Judge Potter Stewart said in a 1964 US Supreme
Court verdict on pornography. What it is, is hard
to define, ‘but I know it when I see it…’ Scholarship has a teleological as well as a normative focus.
What journalism is hardly needs to be conceptualized or historicized. It is defined in terms of the
liberal narrative and the Anglo-American news
paradigm. The outcomes of journalism history
are consequently sketched as inevitable and desirable. It has been turned into an almost universal
pattern of journalism development whenever and
wherever it takes place – a fixed template for national journalism histories.17
A dichotomy is created this way that cannot easily be bridged. It limits serious analyses of other
styles and forms in their own right because they
are excluded from the domain of journalism or
judged according to the standards of the rising
Anglo-American news paradigm instead of in its
own terms. As a result, the history of journalism
on the European continent is characterized as
‘half-hearted’ (Norway), ‘belated’ (Germany) or

The grand narrative of
journalism history
Journalism history is still mainly written in national terms, but I argue that a transnational grand
narrative implicitly underlies these national histories. Rooted in Anglo-American journalism and
scholarship, this narrative is predetermined by
predominantly Anglo-American notions. It views
the historical development of journalism as an upward path to press freedom and a civil orientation
as a watchdog of public as well as to professional
autonomy and the implementation of professional routines and textual forms that are also part of
the objectivity regime. This is usually viewed as
the professionalization that took off in the late
nineteenth century. The fact-centred Anglo-American news style, with formal conventions such as
the inverted pyramid, headlines, specific textual
genres, and practices such as interviewing and
reporting, then became the dominant model for
newspapers in democratic societies. This narrative considers the history of journalism a one-way
road from advocacy journalism to high modern
objective journalism, i.e. from views to news.14
Modernization is a central concept in this analyMarcel Broersma, ‘Form, Style and Narrative Strategies.
An Introduction’, in: Marcel Broersma ed., Form and Style
in Journalism. European Newspapers and the Representation of News, 1880-2005 (Leuven, Paris and Dudley, MA:
Peeters, 2007), xi-xii; cf. John Nerone, ‘Genres of Journalism
History’, The Communication Review 13 (2010), 15-26, 22;
Daniel C. Hallin, ‘The Passing of the “High Modernism”
of American Journalism’, Journal of Communication 42/3
(1992), 14-25.
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‘controlled’ modernization (the Netherlands).18
transformation of routines and form conventions.
It would be more fruitful to focus on the interThe dialectics of exchange between different types
change of forms, norms and practices between the
of journalism in one country and between global
‘universal’ standards of the Anglo-American parauniversals and national peculiarities could thus be
digm and the national traditions and peculiarities.
critically analyzed.
By carefully studying the transfer of journalistic
Media organizations and networks are an obviconventions and routines and examining the proous first topic for studies of this kind. Very little
cesses of cultural adaptation, media historians can
research has been conducted on formal and inprevent their research from being biased by the
formal networks in journalism. The history of
outcome of this process of ‘absorption of Anglointernational umbrella organizations for national
American practice, style and form’ in journalism.
journalists’ unions, press clubs and other proForm and style are very useful analytical categofessional associations, for example the ones that
ries to study at a transnational level. Although
support press freedom world wide, could reveal
the content of an article is unique and incidental,
concrete examples of the transfer of ideas and
its form is more universal and refers to broader
practices. The same goes for organizations of princultural discourses and
ters and informal networks
Form
and
style
are
useful
accepted and widely-used
of publishers. They arranged
news conventions and
categories to study at a trans- internships all across Europe
routines. The content of
for sons who wished to sucnational level. They refer to
news items is bound to
ceed their fathers as directors
broader cultural discourses
their national context,
of family firms. It would be
but forms and styles tend
interesting to know what they
and accepted news routines.
to travel internationally.
learned in foreign companies
They are intensively transand what kind of innovations
ferred from one country to
they then applied at home.
another and adapted to national contexts. This
Since they were inspirational breeding grounds for
process of cultural diffusion reveals how journajournalists from all across the globe, international
listic conventions and routines are influenced by
media companies like press agencies, broadcasting
the culture they function in. Journalism has to
unions or publishers would also be obvious cases
appeal to the needs of its audience, at any rate
for transnational journalism history.
in countries where the press is commercially funSecondly, a great deal of research can be conducted
ded. This makes the study of form and style in
into transnational public spheres. During the projournalism pre-eminently transnational and comcess of European integration, have there been any
parative. Comparative research can emphasize the
efforts for example to construct a pan-European
national and cultural peculiarities of journalism
public opinion to be formed by a European press
and explain differences between the development
corps in overarching media? A history of Brusof journalistic practices, conventions and routines
sels correspondents and the press policy of the
in various countries.19
European Committee and Parliament would be
a tremendous contribution to transnational jourFuture directions for transnatio- nalism history. A third topic could be the transnanal journalism history
tional audiences of radio and television broadcasts
across national borders. Since they have to balance
In conclusion I would like to suggest seven rethe journalistic standards of their home country
search themes to be explored by future transnawith the expectations and needs of audiences in
tional journalism history. All of them are related
the countries they target with their programmes,
to what I consider the most fruitful approach: in
the history of foreign branches of BBC or Radio
line with James Carey’s plea for a history of reporFree Europe or others like them could provide imting, in my opinion research should focus on the
portant insights into the nature of journalism. In
Gesellschaftlicher Wandel im Jahrhundert der Politik. Nordwestdeutschland in internationalen Vergleich 1920-1960
(Paderborn: Ferdinand Schöningh Verlag, 2007), 175-196.
19
Marcel Broersma, ‘Journalism as performative discourse.
Why form and style matter’, in: Verica Rupar ed.,
Journalism and Meaning-making: Reading the Newspaper
(Cresskill, N.J.: Hampton Press, 2010), 15-35.
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line with the above, a fourth strand of research
could focus on technology that facilitates transnational communication. Devices like the telegraph,
the radio, the Internet and the cell phone each
have their own rhetoric that affects news forms of
presentation as well as options for the construction of transnational audiences.
At the level of routines, the transfer of norms
and ethical standards and national differences in
this respect could be a fifth field of study. What
is stated in the various national codes of conduct
and how does it relate to international agreements
like the Code of Bordeaux or the Declaration of
Tartu? It would be fascinating to read a study
mapping the discussion on ethics at international
assemblies of journalists. At the textual level, the
study of forms and news flows opens up a sixth
and seventh research theme. The coverage of international news events from the seventeenth to
the twenty-first century could be studied. It is
fascinating to track how newspapers copy each
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other and how one or two ‘master texts’ on a certain event circulate throughout Europe or even
worldwide and are adapted in national contexts.
The same goes for images and photographs: how
are identical images decoded in texts in various
countries?
The formal and stylistic characteristics of news are
also something that can be explored transnationally. This could enable us to study how journalism developed in the twentieth century from a
mainly partisan institution into an independent
profession that emphasizes its task as the fourth
branch of government. This ideological transformation of journalism expresses itself in stylistic
changes and the ‘invention’ of new journalistic
forms. Studying the emergence and historical development of these conventions and the contexts
they were used in from a transnational perspective
can deepen our understanding of how journalism
works.20
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